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The networking research community has been striving for some years to achieve 
broadband wireless connectivity and QoS support for users on the move. Today 
broadband wireless networking is not just a dream for researchers and practitioners in the 
field but a real and pressing requirement from the user community which needs to be 
connected everywhere and at anytime. However, there are still many issues that need to 
be resolved and others to be reconsidered before this target is met. Aspects like real-time 
scheduling, multicast, mobility management with QoS support, heterogeneous and mesh 
networking, even new wireless MAC protocol design, and spectrum sharing are of prime 
importance for achieving the broadband wireless vision. 
 
This special issue1 comprises papers focusing on techniques and methods that tackle a 
number of important aspects related to broadband wireless systems design and 
realization. 
 
Seven papers are presented that contribute to improve the state-of the art in three topical 
areas 

- IEEE 802.11 WLAN improvements 
- Modern air interfaces 
- Security in ad hoc networks 

 
In particular the first article, “Design and Performance Analysis of the Real-Time HCCA 
Scheduler for IEEE 802.11e WLANs” by Claudio Cicconetti et. al. presents a new 
scheduling algorithm, called Real-Time HCCA (RTH), devised to support Quality of 
Service (QoS) at the flow level in an IEEE 802.11e network using the Hybrid 
Coordinator Function (HCF) Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) function. RTH 
performance is assessed in terms of the admission control limit and the amount of 
channel capacity that is left for contention-based access. Under both criteria, RTH is 
shown to outperform the sample scheduler proposed in IEEE 802.11e. 
 
The second article, “On the Distributed Power Saving Mechanisms of Wireless LANs 
802.11e U-APSD vs. 802.11 Power Save Mode”, by Xavier Pérez-Costa et. al., focuses 
on the U-APSD for power saving in 802.11e WLANs and compares it against the legacy 
802.11 power save mode functionality. The authors propose a static implementation of U-
APSD (SU-APSD) and measure the improvements and associated costs of two possible 
configurations of U-APSD against the 802.11 power-save mode. Three different 
scenarios, 802.11b, 802.11b+g and 802.11g, are considered and the authors study the 
dependency between the QoS and power saving enhancements obtained with U-APSD 
and the available channel capacity. They conclude that (a) U-APSD significantly 

                                                 
1 Selected articles from the 12th European Wireless Conference 
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outperforms the 802.11 power-save mode and (b) the available channel capacity does not 
affect these improvements. 
 
The third article, “Performance Analysis of IEEE 802.11 Ad Hoc Networks in the 
Presence of Hidden Terminals” by Dimitrios Vassis and George Kormentzas, deals with 
the performance impairment at the MAC layer and particularly concentrates on the 
channel utilization and the delay analysis of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks in finite load 
conditions under the hidden terminal problem, in contrast to other works that study only 
saturation load conditions and focus on only throughput/utilization analysis. The authors 
validate the accuracy of their analytic approximations of the channel utilization and 
media access delay via several simulation scenarios. 
 
The fourth article, “Spectrum Sharing in IEEE 802.11s Wireless Mesh Networks”, by 
Sebastian Max et. al., 
                                                                                  
                                                                              
                                                                             
                                                                                     
                                                                                    
                                                                         
 
The fifth article, “QoS Scheduling of Uplink Resources in OFDMA Networks” by 
Patrick Hosein presents a mathematical model for the allocation of reverse link resources 
in an OFDMA network. For the single subband case the author derives the optimality 
conditions which are then used to develop an algorithm for determining the optimal 
allocation. The resulting algorithm is simple and can easily be implemented. The author 
shows that the algorithm is optimal for the assumptions made. Subsequently he addresses 
the case of multiple subbands and shows how the single subband algorithm can be used 
to provide a near optimal solution for that case also. 
 
The sixth article, “Fast MIPv6 Extensions Supporting Seamless Multicast Handovers” by 
G. Leoleis and I. Venieris presents the application of appropriate extensions to the Fast 
Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) protocol that enable mobile nodes to execute 
seamless multicast remote subscriptions while changing their network attachment point. 
The proposed handover supporting mechanism achieves minimization of the multicast 
service disruption period by suggesting the conditional tunneling of multicast traffic 
among the network nodes involved in the procedure. The performed evaluation shows 
that the proposed mechanism attains better performance in comparison to a similar 
mechanism, at the expense of a slight increase of the resource expenditure for the 
proactive to handover tunneling purposes. Furthermore, a vulnerability of the FMIPv6 
protocol to the handover control and prediction mechanisms has been identified; possible 
means of dealing with it are given. 
 
The article “Risk-Based Attack Strategies for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks under 
Probabilistic Attack Modeling Framework”, by Vasileios Karyotis and Symeon 
Papavassiliou, 
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The guest editors would like to thank the following reviewers who volunteered their time 
and effort for the review process and provided fruitful comments that helped the authors 
improve their work: Ana Garcia Armada (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid), John 
Dunlop (Strathclyde University), Michael Einhaus (ComNets, RWTH Aachen), Shujia 
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We hope that this collection of articles will draw your interest and that you will find it 
important and useful. Enjoy! 
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